
DAAS Tutorial Series               -           DAAS4Pro/DAAS4USB

Amplifier measurements 1  – 
frequency response  measurements on amplifiers with DAAS

In this tutorial we want to show you how to carry out a  frequency response measurement on an amplifier 
with your DAAS analyzer. Our tutorials are not intended to replace the DAAS reference manual, see it 
mainly as an instruction set for training.

What do we need ? A working power amplifier, short speaker cables with bananas at both sides, further a 
shielded cable  with one sides Cinch - (RCA-Phonoplug) connectors plus two adaptors Cinch female-to-
BNC male“, another shielded cable  with one side  male BNC connector and the other side „crocodile“ 
clamps, an  8Ohm and maybe  an 4 Ohm load resistor    -  and of course a DAAS. 

Condition is the correct installation of the DAAS  and its software - it has to be ready for action.

Some words about the cables and the device under test (DUT)

At first let's take a look at the shielded cables. You can roll your own if your are skilled in making cables or buy 
one from your dealer for electronic stuff.  The shown cables were selfmade. First one has both sides Cinch 
male. Additional shown are the both necessary Cinch-to-BNC adaptors.
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 The next cable has one side BNC male, the other side keeps the „crocos“. The red clamp leads the
signal ( inner pin of the BNC connector), the black one is 0V/ground (housing of the BNC connector).

 
You will need both cables, so it is worth it to buy or make them.

The amplifier, our device under test (DUT)

Here we have a commercial made amplifier1)  for our demonstration purposes, of course your amp will look 
quite different, but in the end they are all similar so it doesn't matter that they look different. This is a plain 
stereo tube amplifier with „EL34“ tubes in push-pull configuration, switched to simple triode-mode (screen grid 
to anode with small resistor). 
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Important: a tube amplifier needs a proper termination at it's output terminals. Without, damages at the amp 
may occur, so never use it without a load. This load could be a simple load resistor, but recommended is a 
version with sufficient power capabilities and low inductivity, so we can right use it as measurement load 
resistor. Even if we test a solid-state amp we need a load resistor for measurement purposes, so we need one 
anyhow. Here a self-made is shown, made from a lot of paralleled low-inductance film resistors.

Feel free to use your own one if it meets the requirements (mainly power capability and low inductance).
Sometimes a load resistor after an equivalent circuit diagram of a speaker is wanted. Then we have to add some 
small caps and coils in the right way to our load resistor. But be aware to do this right, in doubt consult 
specialized literature. 

Building up the Measurement

Hook up

The wiring here is quite different from speaker measurements, although we have to do a reference measurement 
as well. Because the amplifier under test will be fed with low level signals from the DAAS frontend  (and so the 
internal DAAS power amp is not needed) we cannot use the internal relais path. We have to make a „loop“- 
connection from the „Line out“  BNC connector to the „Line in“ BNC connector at the DAAS frontplate. 
Put the both Cinch-to-BNC adaptors to the BNC connectors at the DAAS frontplate. Now we get two Cinch 
input connectors (due to the adaptors). Put the Cinch-Cinch cable from „Line out“ to „Line In“ at the DAAS 
frontplate, just like shown in the following picture:

Due to this we can feed the low-level output signal direct to the line input of the DAAS for reference 
measurement.
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DAAS main window

After this hardware setup, we start the software of the DAAS audio analyzer. Click the program icon and 
DAAS comes up with it's basic screen. Please look at the picture below, the substantial functions are marked, it 
is to remember you  were to find the basic controls at a glance.

Frequency response measurement (electrical)

We want a frequency response of our ampilfier so we have to select the right measurement.
Click „Measurements“, marked with a green No.1  and a pull-down menue opens. Follow in the order of the 
green numbers, choose  No.2  „Frequency response“ and then No.3 „Electrical systems (e.g. Amplifiers)“.  

We entered the frequency response measurement, (electrical – electrical). What does this mean? Now, the first 
measurement is the reference measurement, it will be done in an electrical path. The second measurement will 
be done in an electrical path as well, therefore it is called electrical – electrical (e.g. amplifiers). 
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We should see this window:

Preparing the internal relais functions 

Before we can carry out the reference measurement, we have to look after some presets. DAAS is a 
multifunctional audio analyzer, there are a lot of measurements we can do with it. Due to the big amount of 
possibilities DAAS must be preset for the desired measuring application. The correct preset for this 
measurement is the default setting when DAAS is delivered - but we can take a look at it. You can do 
this by pressing  [F3 – Setup Frontend].  

Only in case the relais are activated (that means the buttons flash yellow) please click on the both small 
rectangular buttons, once for „Rel.1“ and once for „Rel.3“ -and maybe for „Rel.2“. If you were successful, all 
buttons will look like in the picture above – they are grey and not yellow.   Please click „Accept and close“
and a new screen appears, very similar to the first one (first one is for reference measurement, the second one 
for the DUT measurement).
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Same as before: in case the relais are activated, please de-activate all relais in this screen too. Again, click 
„Accept and Close“ and the screen disappears.  

Preset is done.

What happend? 
To delve deeper,  look at the graphic on the preset screens – they show a simplified schematic diagram  (block-
diagram) of the DAAS frontend: 

The first window showed the relais preset for the reference measurement: 
„Rel.1“ de-activated means, DAAS „looks“ for the reference measurement to it's BNC connector „Line in“ 
and not to built-in power amplifier output through an internal path. So we can feed a measurement signal direct 
to the BNC input „Line in“
The second window is for the measurement of the device under test (DUT) - our amplifier: this signal has to be 
fed to the BNC connector too. 

A word about the output path:
The measuring signal to the DUT comes directly from the BNC connector „Line out“ and not from the DAAS 
built-in power amplifier.
Now it is easy to understand at which measurent a relais has to be activated (or de-activated).  
 

 Reference measurement

We have to start with a reference measurement, because the system has to know the measurement signal 
(stimulus) in its structure and its level.  This reference measurement is an „internal“ measurement, the relais 
inside the DAAS frontend switch to the right position automatically (remember: we did the right preset before). 

Setting the right input range

But -  maybe we have to change the input range. Again, follow in the order of the green numbers and select 
the input range +-200mV (because the default is +-20V). You have to do this only once, DAAS will 
remember your settings if you come back to it next time. 
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Setting a suitable output level

Normally we have to preset the output level as well and as a default the output attenuator of DAAS is in the 
range from 20dB to 26dB, this will be fine for our measurement. However, in case the output level does not 
meet our requirements we have to change it. Again, follow in the order of the green numbers and select the 
output attenuator value.  

Be aware, it is an attenuator, that means the higher the „dB“ value the lower the output signal, so 0dB gives 
maximum output signal and 60dB gives the lowest possible output signal .

Now let's carry out the reference measurement, press or click [F1 - Start Reference Meas.]  key:
If everthing works fine, we see the noise signal in the time domain on the screen:
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Looks good, no overload is visible and DAAS does not bleat „signal to small“, therefore we accept the 
reference measurement and thus confirm with [F1 - OK].  Remark: if anything is not as you expected, press 
[F2 – Repeat] and repeat the reference measurement with changed settings.

„Device under test“ measurement

Now we have to do the „real“ measurement, the measurement on the „device-under-test amplifier“ (DUT).
We have to change the hook-up, at first the signal from the „Line out“ connector of the DAAS must be fed to 
the DUT input connector (Cinch, resp. RCA phono plug):
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Now we connect the load resistor to the power amp and feed back the signal to the DAAS „Line in“
First the load resistor:

 
And now the feedback to the DAAS input connector „Line in“
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Attention! - connect the the red croco clamp ( plus pole) to the amplifier output plus pole ONLY. Avoid any 
ground loop due to connecting the black (ground signal) clamp as well  >>> DAAS has already made it's  
ground connection through the input ground of the cinch cable. The ground from the feedback cable is only 
for shielding purposes and therefore connected only at the BNC connector side.

Be careful when measuring „bridged“ amplifiers  -  they deliver signal on both output terminals ! If you 
connect a ground wire to the „negative“ (black) output terminal, it will definitely lead to a short-circuit !

Setting the input range for the DUT measurement

Maybe you want to change something concerning the input sensivity of the electrical input - now is the right 
time to do this. As mentioned earlier, follow the order of the green numbers, but now select the +-20Volt 
input range (same way as with the reference measurement).  You have to do this only once, DAAS will 
remember your settings if you come back to it next time. 

Why change a higher input range? 
Now, our device under test is an amplifier, that means it will amplify the input level around the amplification 
factor and so we have to expect a higher voltage at the amps output terminals than at it's input connectors.

If you now click [F1-Start]  you'll notice again the noise signal in the time domain on the screen  -  similar to 
the one in the picture before. 

Hint:
There are two values displayed at the lower left corner (directly over the „Line“ input button) -  the left one 
(-4,8dBV) is the RMS value of the output signal and the right one (2,32Vp) is the peak value of the output 
signal. Keep in mind that we use a noise signal for testing, so there is a significant difference between RMS and 
peak level ( Crest factor! ) 

Confirm with [F1- OK] and you finally get the desired frequency response like shown in the next picture:
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Let's look at the midband amplification factor: move this crosshair (with right mouse button downhold) over the 
screen, just to the point where the frequency response line meets the 1KHz point. Additionally, click the left 
mouse button and then release the right mouse button. Voilá, the crosshair freezes on the screen and you can 
read the value: f: 1003Hz y: 26,5dB.   If you print this screen, this crosshair stays on your document.

Whats missing? It is the                         Transfer function

To get the complete transfer function (like Bode plot) we miss the phase response. We can get it if we click 
[F2 Phase] and the next screen shows us the transfer function, the red line is the phase response:
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Other frequency ranges

Of course it is of interest to look at our DUT at other frequencies, especially the low end of the frequency 
spectrum. We can easily do this with DAAS frequeny response measurement, we only have to switch to a lower 
sample rate. We have to do this right before we carry out the reference measurement. 

So we start again the frequeny response measurement, but before we start the reference measurement, we 
switch the samplerate to „8KHz“, please take a look at the following picture:

We have to click at the „KHz“ button at the bottommost line of the DAAS window, a small menue appears and 
we choose „8KHz“ as the new sample rate. 

Now we can carry out the complete frequency response measurement, just as shown above in this tutorial.

 Keep in mind that the measurement at the lower samplerate will take a longer time. As result we get a frequeny 
response in the frequency range from 5Hz up to 3,5KHz.

Furthermore, we set a limit for the upper frequency range, lets say 500Hz. Click [F7-Functions] and enter the 
submenue [F2-Adjust Frequency range] 
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Two small parameter menue pop-up, one for the lower and one for the upper frequeny range of the displayed 
frequency range, they look like this:

We choose for the lower limit „5Hz“ and for the upper limit „500Hz“, this leads to the following result:

Additional we set two markers, one at midband (here: 100Hz) for determining the amplification factor (here: 
26,5dB) and one for the lower  „-3dB point“ which is here shown at app. 14Hz.   

How to do ?  At first we must know at which absolute level our  „-3dB point“ is to find. That's easy, we have to 
subtract 3dB from the amplification factor, we get  26,5db – 3db = 23,5dB. 
Please click the right mouse button and keep it down – a crosshair appears. Move this crosshair (with right 
mouse button downhold) over the screen, just to the point where the frequency response line meets the 23,5dB 
mark. Additionally, click the left mouse button and then release the right mouse button. The crosshair freezes 
on the screen and you can read the value: f: 14Hz y: 23,5dB.

Maybe we want to see the DUT in the „standard“ audio range from 20Hz up to 20KHz. For this we change the 
sample rate to „48KHz“ instead of „8KHz“ we used right before. 
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Remember: you  always  have to change  the sample rate before  you start a 
reference measurement!

The result is shown in the next picture:

Again we set a marker in the midband of the frequency response, (here: near 1KHz) and we get the readout 
„y:26,5dB“. This is – as expected – our amplification factor, like in the measurements we did before.

What comes next ?
In a following tutorial we will show some more measurements we can do at our DUT with DAAS, like 
distortion measurements  – please stay tuned.

--
Thank you for your patience reading this tutorial – we wish you good luck with your measurement job!
Yours sincerely,
the adm engineering team 

1) We want to thank Mr. Michael Remmes from „Elektronik-Shop Emdetten“ in Germany for his kind help, perfect service and 
furthermore for lending us the DUT!
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